
Appendix F.12 
Organic Material 
Summary of organic materials 
 

Context  Material Brief Description 
[1004] A/1 (15) Wax One piece of candle stick with wick in situ 

[1004] A/1 (15) Textile Several undiagnostic scraps 

[1004] A/1 (15) Textile Five scraps of fine fabric 

[1004] A/1 (15) Textile Two rectangular strips of greenish-blue coloured 
‘leatherette’ (cotton backed) 

[1004] A/1 (15) Leather Various elements of man’s shoe/boot including  heels, 
uppers and soles 

[1004] A/1 (15) Leather Various elements of shoe/boot upper including lace 
plackets complete with eyelets 

[1004] A/1 (329) Wood Turned stair baluster  

[1004] A/1 (15) Wood Turned stair baluster  

[1012] A/1 (111) Leather One small scrap 

[1004] A/1 (248) Composite Oval metal belt buckle/pin brooch with associated 
scraps of textile 

[1013] A/2 (106) Horse hair? Part of a stiff paint-brush 

[1013] A/2 (340) Wood Turned stair baluster  

[1013] A/2 (341) Wood Turned stair baluster  

[1035] A/2 (133) Textile  Several scraps of undiagnostic fabric  

[1004] A/3 (185) Textile Several small scraps of fabric 

[1004] A/3 (203) Composite Five metal buckles and clips with attached leather – 
possibly elements of a bag 

[1004] A/3 (220) Textile One large piece of degrading leather and associated 
fragments 

[1004] A/3 (224) Wood Window frame  

[2006] B/2 (65) Wood One fragment of a pencil 

[2085] B/2 (88) Leather One scrap  

[2044] B/3 (48) Leather One scrap of lacing placket from shoe/boot upper 

[2075] B/3 (110) Textile One small scrap of coarsely woven fabric 

[2043] B/4 (72) Leather Four fragments of shoe/boot upper including 
perforated lace plackets 

[2044] B/4 (350) Leather Various elements of shoe/boot including upper and 
sole 

[2044] B/4 (49) Leather Four pieces of shoe/boot including the heel from a 
children’s/ladies’ shoe. 

[2073] B/4 (89) Wood Window frame  

[2173] B/4 (134) Wood One bottle cork 



[4004] D/1 (55) Textile Several scraps of undiagnostic textile 

[4002] D/2 (80) Wood One bottle cork 

[4003] D/2 (90) Wood One fragment of a pencil 

[4002] D/2 (80) Textile Several undiagnostic scraps 

[4003] D/2 (90)  Textile Several scraps of fabric 

[4003] D/2 (90) Leather Two pieces of shoe/boot and several scraps of 
leather 

[4003] D/2 (90) Cardboard Three small scraps 

[4006] D/3 (70) Leather One piece of shoe/boot upper 

[4007] D/4 (87) Leather Five scraps of shoe/boot upper 

 
 


